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Inclusion of Rectangular and Triangular Geometries
in the Space-Dependent Kinetics Code, FX2
Ted Perry

BRIEFDESCRIPTION
OF FX2
The computer code FX2 is used to model liquid-metal
reactors

fast-breeder

now being developed by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.

These reactors differ from thermal reactors

in that they have no modera-

tor material in their cores and thus operate at mean neutron energies of
100 keV or more as opposed to neutron energies of less than 1 keV for
thermal reactors.

Also these reactors

have the advantage that as a

consequence of the high neutron energies,
11

breed
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their own fuel:

enriched

238

these reactors can be used to

U placed in the core is changed into

plutonium which can then be used as fuel for the reactor.
The basic problem that FX2 solves is the time-dependent, multigroup
diffusion

equation.

energy groups.

In this equation neutrons are divided into various

The rate of change of the neutron population for a parti-

cular group is found by adding the number of neutrons entering the system,
the number of prompt neutrons which are produced directly

by fission,

and

the number of delayed neutrons which are emitted by unstable isotopes
which have been excited by neutron absorption,

and then subtracting

the

number of neutrons escaping and the number of neutrons being absorbed.
The equation may then be written as: 1
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=
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coefficient

= transfer cross section from group g~ to group g
=

prompt fission
in isotope i

=

number of prompt neutrons emitted per fission
group g~
fission

=

neutron energy distribution

cross section of isotope

i ,

from fission
isotope

group g~

decay constant for precursor family s

= delayed fission neutron energy distribution

from decay

of precursors in family s
cs

=

delayed neutron precursor concentration

and cs is·determined
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s
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by
c dV
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i ,
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d

vi s

=

number of delayed-neutron precursors produced in family
s per fission in isotope £

= precursor loss coefficient

ks
v

=

volume of an elemental mass of fuel.

Due to the coupling between energy groups this becomes a matrix
equation when all energy groups are considered.
To solve this equation the solution ¢ is factored by setting
¢

=

w(r_,t)N(t) where w(r_,t) is a ''slowly varying" vector function of

space, energy, and time and N(t) is a more rapidly varying scalar function of time only.
by inserting
tion .

Coupled equations for w(r_,t) and N(t) can be obtained

w(r,t)N(t)

for ¢(.r_,t) in the time-dependent diffusion equa-

Division of the resulting

equation by N(t) will yield the equa-

tion to be solved for w(r_,t) . Multiplication
adjoint,

and integration

be solved for N(t).

At t

solved by using a finite
tion.2

by w*0 (r_), the initial

over all space will yield a scalar equation to

= 0, N(O) = 1, and the equation for ¢(r,o) is
difference approximation to the diffusion equa-

The reactor is divided into mesh cells.

By integrating

tion for w0 (r_) over each mesh cell the coefficients
each face as well as the coefficients
transfer

within the cell are obtained.

the equa-

for leakage across

for neutron loss and energy group
The resulting

coupled equations

can be put in the form
A

wo

=

-

1
~

B

wo ,

keff
where A and Bare large sparse matrices whose order is the product of the
number of neutron energy groups (typically
of mesh cells (typically

8-30 in LMfBRs)by the number

500-5000 for two-dimensional geometries).

keff
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is, of course, always equal to one, but due to the approximate nature of
the diffusion equation and the geometrical model, keff will differ
from one in the computer model. However, once keff is initially

slightly
computed,

it is used as a correction factor to make the FX2 numerical model appear
to be critical.
Solving the matrix eigenvalue equation for keff and worequires a
two-level iterative

process.

The outer iterative

compute successive estimates .of keff·

process is required to

The technique used in FX2 is a modi-

fied form of the standard power iteration

technique, where successive

(1/keff Bw), are computed.

fission source iterates,

Computing each successive fission
through the energy groups, starting

source iterate

requies a sweep

with the highest energy group.

each group, the new neutron flux distribution

For

is computed by solving a

matrix equation of the form Agwg = sg , where·A·g is the leakage and removal
operator for group g ands g is the fission and scattering source for
group g. The matrix A has as its order the number of mesh cells and has
five non-zero stripes.
over-relaxation

This equation is solved by the line successive

technique, a variant of the Gauss-Seidel technique.

Nowthat the steady-state

solution is known, tis

allowed to increase

in small increments and N(t) is then computed. Using this value w(L,t)
can be recomputed. Since N(t) varies rapidly in time, it may need to be
computed a number of times before w(L,t) need be recomputed. During the
time-dependent calculation,

w(L,t) is obtained by solving an equation of

the form A~w- 1/keff Bw = s, where A~ is identical

to A except it now

includes a term coupling this equation to the equation for N(t).

This

equation is similar to that solved for woexcept that keff is fixed, and

5

the presence of the source, s, makes it an inhomogeneoussystem. However, a two-level iterative
to solve the steady-state

process practically

identical

to that required

equation is required to solve it.

SUMMARY
OF MODIFICATIONS
MADE
IN FX2
FX2was originally

written to handle only two-dimensional r-z geome-

Between June 10 and August 30, 1974, FX2was modified to include

try.

the capability of handling two-dimensional x-y or triangular
one-dimensional r or x geometry.
various geometries.)

(See illustrations

geometry and

for description of

The following is a brief description

of the changes

made.
The data input processor had to be modified for the additional
geometries.

FX2was written to be compatible with the Argonne Reactor
Computation System.3 The ARCSystem is a modular system in which all
input and output files

are standardized so that data can be transferred

from code module to code module without humanmanipulation.
tines which read or write the geometry description

The subrou-

file GE0DST,the regu-

lar total flux file RTFLUX,
and the adjoint total flux file ATFLUX
had to
be modified to handle the one-dimensional case.

A·lso these subroutines

were modified to conform to the current version of these files

in which

some information is expressed in double-length words and the rest in
single-length

words.

The subroutines which perform the various integrations

over the mesh

cells had to be changed so that the areas of the mesh cell sides and the
volumes of the mesh cells were computed correctly
geometries.

In order to accomplish this,

in ~he different

the subroutine VOLUME
was modi-

fied and a new subroutine AREAS
was written.

Triangular geometry

6

presented special problems.

As seen in the illustrations,

options are allowed with triangular

a number of

geometry. Also, unlike the other

geometries, periodic boundary conditions are permitted with triangular
geometries.

Also, triangular

geometry is a nonorthogonal geometry with

only three sides to every mesh cell instead of four.
dure for finding the finite

difference coefficients

ing for the flux had to be modified.

Thus, the proceas well as for solv-

Five new subroutines, TRISRC,

INNERT,TFDCEL,TOMEGN,
and TLEKIP,were added to FX2 to handle triangular geometries.

Also a number of checks on the consistency of tri~ngular

geometry input data were added.
A number of other minor modifications were made. The subroutines
which print out results

were modified so that the headings would corres-

pond to the geometry type being used.
extrapolated

The part of the code allowing for

boundary conditions was checked out and a few modifications

were made. In order to simulate a reactor finite
as well as a reactor infinite

in the third dimension

in the third dimension, the capability

to

handle bucklings was included.

CONCLUSION
By the addition of additional
versatile

tool.

geometries, FX2 has become a more

The x-y geometry option as well as the one-dimensional

geometry options have been completely checked out.
additional

debugging for the triangular

There remains some

geometry option.

'
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Fig. 1.

Two-dimensional model of an LMFBR
in r-z geometry.
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Fig. 2.

Two-dimensional model of an LMFBR
in x-y geometry.
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Fig. 3a.

Full 360° model of an LMFBR
in triangular

geometry.
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Fig. 3b.

60° model of an LMFBR
in triangular

geometry.
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Fig. 3c.
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120° model of an LMFBR
in triangular

geometry.

